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Abstract. An infinite dielectric wire grating in free space is known to possess very high-
Q resonances at the frequencies close to the Rayleigh anomalies. Still a practical 
implementation of such a resonator may require its embedding in a dielectric slab. In this 
paper, it is shown that this can bring additional improvement of the Q-factors. A 
dielectric slab with a symmetrically embedded dielectric-wire grating is investigated 
under the normal incidence of plane waves. Accurate numerical solutions are derived for 
the E- and H-polarization cases. Associated eigenvalue problems are solved for the real-
valued lasing frequencies and the threshold values of material gain.
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1. Introduction
A theoretical model of a grating of infinite dielectric 
cylinders placed periodically in free space and 
illuminated by a plane wave has been investigated as a 
fundamental electromagnetic problem since the 1950s –
see, for instance, [1-3]. The high-Q resonances that 
occur near the Rayleigh anomalies can be noticed, for 
instance, from Figs 2 and 3 of [3], however no attempt 
was done to explain them before analytical analysis was
performed in [4]. Surprisingly, any investigation of the 
associated eigenvalue problems has been missing until 
very recently. Such a problem was studied in [5] in the 
lasing formulation, i.e. for the grating of active cylinders 
(quantum wires) able to behave as a gain medium under 
pumping. In this case, the eigenvalues are not the 
complex natural frequencies as in conventional (passive-
cavity) formulation, but the pairs of real numbers, the 
lasing frequencies and the associated values of the bulk 
material gain. Details of this model and its connection to 
the lasing can be found in [6]. For instance, it has been 
shown in that paper that the mode threshold is inverse 
proportional to both the mode Q-factor and the overlap 
coefficient between the gain medium (i.e. active region) 
and mode electric field. 
In [5], we found that the quantum-wire grating 
possessed specific grating modes in addition to the more 
understandable natural modes of a single dielectric 
cylinder perturbed by the presence of other cylinders. 
The grating modes display counter-intuitive properties: 
(i) the threshold gets lower if the grating gets sparser, i.e. 
for the larger ratios of period to cylinder radius [5] and 
(ii) mode near-field is a characteristic wave standing 
along the grating and spreading over many periods in the 
normal to the grating direction [7]. The lasing 
frequencies correlate very well with the resonance 
frequencies in the plane-wave scattering by the same 
grating and in-resonance near fields resemble the natural 
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fields of the grating modes [7]. Infinite extension of the 
structure, being idealisation of real scatterers, gives a 
good agreement with the scattering by a finite grating if 
the number of cylinders is 10 or larger, as it was shown 
for a grating of silver cylinders [8]. 
In practical applications, gratings are frequently 
embedded in dielectric slabs. A slab with embedded 
grating of circular cylinders (Fig. 1) obviously possesses 
the above mentioned properties plus can support the slab 
modes [9], now perturbed by the cylinders. Further we 
build an accurate model of such structure to reveal the 
impact of physical and geometrical parameters of the 
slab on the grating modes. A similar scattering structure 
was investigated in [10], however here we will 
concentrate not on the scattering properties of the 
composite structure but rather on the interaction between 
the slab modes and the grating modes. We will also 
emphasize the possibility of enhancement of the latter 
mode Q-factors by changing geometrical parameters of 
the slab. The chosen way to assess the mode quality in 
this paper is computation of the associated lasing 
threshold that is an eigenvalue of the corresponding 
homogeneous problem with cylinders made of a gain 
material. This is justified by the fact found in [6] that 
lasing threshold is inversely proportional to the mode Q-
factor.
2. Formulation and basic equations
Consider a grating of the parallel to the z-axis and 
periodic along the x-axis circular cylinders (wires). The 
grating period is p, each cylinder radius is a and their 
refractive index is  . This grating is embedded in a 
dielectric slab whose refractive index is s  and 
thickness is d = d1 + d2 + 2a, where d1,2 are the distances 
between the grating and the upper/lower slab surface. 
Suppose that the electromagnetic field is time-harmonic 
  tiexp  and does not vary along the z-axis, hence 
the field analysis problem is two-dimensional. 
Illumination by a plane wave incident from the upper 
half-space (in the negative direction of the y-axis) is 
investigated. 
The function U, denoting the Hz component of the 
electro-magnetic field in the H-polarization case and the
Ez in the E-polarization case, must satisfy the Helmholtz 
equation with appropriate wavenumber inside and 
outside of cylinders, the Sveshnikov radiation condition 
at infinity [11], the condition of local integrability of 
power, and the boundary conditions demanding 
continuity of the tangential field components at cylinder 
boundaries. The free space wavenumber is k =  c/
 /2 , where c is the free-space light velocity and   is 
the wavelength, while inside the cylinders it is k  and 
inside the slab sk . Besides, in this paper we will also 
use the normalized frequency as the ratio of period to 
wavelength,  /p  2/pk s .
The field inside the slab but outside the grating 
  2,1daya   and in outer space  2/dy   can be 
represented as Floquet series of the incoming harmonics
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The total scattering matrix A that characterises a 
slab with a grating has a block-type nature and can be 
presented as 
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Here  xkiyil llerr  and 
 xkiyil llett  are the vectors of the reflected and 
transmitted Floquet harmonics, respectively. Then the 
reflectance and transmittance are expressed as 
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The matrix A is built by successive multiplication 
of the matrices that characterize the transmission of the
incident field (1) throughout each elementary scatterer, 
2211 FGSSFA  , (4)
where Fi are the transfer matrices for the upper and 
lower interfaces of the slab. They can be expressed using 
well-known Fresnel matrices as
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Further, Si are the matrices of the phase shifts 
inside the slab,
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and the matrix G is the transfer matrix of the field (1) 
through the grating. It can be obtained similarly to [8]. 
To obtain the vector of reflected Floquet harmonics, we 
use Eq.(2),
  incidentIIIIV aAAr 1 , (7)
rAaAt IincidentII  . (8)
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Note that as our mathematical approach is similar 
to [8] then the resulting matrix equation (7) is the 
Fredholm second kind equation. 
Consider now the eigenvalue problem. In the 
classical formulation one is required to find the 
complex-valued natural frequencies as eigenvalues. As 
discussed in [6], if a pumping is introduced in the wires 
to compensate for the losses, the imaginary part of the 
natural frequency can be brought to zero. This 
corresponds to the threshold of the lasing understood as 
the emission of non-attenuating in time natural field. In 
[5, 6], we have offered a specific eigenproblem tailored 
for the lasers as open resonators equipped with active 
regions. 
In particular case considered in this paper, we 
assume that the wires of embedded grating have 
refractive index with a strictly negative imaginary part, 
 i , while the refractive index of host slab stays 
real, s . Then, after substituting the modified material 
parameters into the earlier discussed scattering problem 
and deriving the expressions similar to (1)-(6) but 
without any incident field, we come the determinantal 
equation 
   0,det IVA . (9)
Then the lasing frequency and threshold  jj  ,
are the roots of (9). According to [6], the lasing 
threshold is inversely proportional to the Q-factor of 
corresponding natural mode. Therefore we are interested 
in finding the mode with lowest threshold. 
The roots of (9) are found using the Newton 
method starting from the initial-guess values in such a 
manner that the frequency is taken from the resonance 
value in the scattering problem and the threshold is taken 
as arbitrary small number. 
The considered problem has two limiting cases. 
Firstly if the refractive indices are equal, s , then 
we have a homogeneous dielectric slab (G = I) whose 
reflectance and transmittance do not depend on the 
polarization at the normal incidence of plane wave. 
Secondly, if the slab refractive index is 1s , then 
IF 2,1  and we have a grating in free space. In the 
latter case, the asymptotic expressions for eigenvalues 
are known for the H-polarization, 
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and for the E-polarization,
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where ap /  is the relative separation between 
cylinders. Formulas (11) and (13) are given for the 
higher order grating modes with 1n . Here the lower 
index 1m denotes the number of the branch point and 
the upper one 1n does the mode order. Thus, the 
lasing threshold is inversely proportional to the value of 
relative separation that means for sparser gratings we 
have smaller thresholds or higher Q-factors. 
Additionally the expressions for the thresholds contain 
the term 21   that is the contrast between the refractive 
indices of the host slab and the grating. The effect of the 
small contrast will be studied further. Looking at the 
frequency expressions, one can notice that for the higher 
orders n they very rapidly approach m. As a result, such 
modes are very difficult for investigation as even for 
small values of   their frequencies merge with the 
corresponding branch point.
3. Scattering and eigenvalues
Firstly we investigated the scattering problem for the 
geometry shown in Fig. 1. Here we assumed that p = d, 
d1 = d2 = 1 and 2 . We have varied the slab refractive 
index s  from 1 to 2. In other words, the variation has 
been conducted between two limiting cases: the wire 
grating in free space ( 1s that corresponds to the 
bottom line of reflectance reliefs in Figs 2a and 2d and 
the homogeneous slab ( 2s  that corresponds to the 
upper lines of the same figures). In the intermediate 
cases, the interaction of the slab modes and the grating 
modes takes place. However with increasing the slab 
refractive index the grating resonances become sharper 
and they vanish on the reliefs in Fig. 2 just because of 
finite resolution. The natural frequencies and thresholds 
Fig. 1. The cross-sectional geometry of a periodically 
structured dielectric slab.
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Fig. 2. Characteristics of the dielectric slab with embedded grating having  = 2 (for reliefs of reflectance (a)(d)) and  = 2 – i
(for the grating-mode eigenvalues (b), (c) and (e), (f)) and d1 = d2 = a or d = p = 4a. The E- (a),(b),(c) and the H-polarization 
(d),(e),(f).
have been calculated for the explained above lasing 
eigenvalue problem, where the gain was added to the 
grating wires by adding to their refractive index a 
negative imaginary part . Note that the lasing 
frequencies accurately follow the traces of the grating 
resonances on the reliefs of reflectance; still the lasing 
threshold shows extremely rapid fall if coming to the 
case where the real part of active-region refractive index 
and that of the host slab are equal. Here it should be 
noted then in the H-polarization case the resonances are 
sharper and the corresponding thresholds lower than in 
the E-case.
We have been also interested in the influence of the 
slab width on the scattering properties and eigenvalues. 
In Fig. 3, we investigated the structure consisting of a 
wire grating with  = 2 and period p = 4a placed in the 
middle of a slab with s = 1.6 and variable width. Reliefs 
of reflectance presented in Figs. 3a and 3d show that 
widening the slab excites extremely high-Q grating 
modes of higher orders (11), (13). The background is 
formed by the broader ridges representing the slab 
modes, which do not depend on the polarization and thus 
look similar for the both reliefs. In the case of H-
polarization the ridges of different nature experience 
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Fig. 3. Characteristics of the dielectric slab of refractive index s = 1.6 with embedded grating having  = 2 (for reliefs of 
reflectance (a)(d)) and  = 2 – i  (for the lasing frequencies (b),(e) and thresholds (c),(f)). Period is  p = 4a. The E-polarization 
(a),(b),(c) and the H-polarization (d),(e),(f). 
weaker coupling than in the E-case. The grating modes 
have been investigated using the eigenvalue problems –
see Figs. 3b, 3c, 3e, and 3f. Here again the lasing 
frequencies almost repeat the behavior of resonant ridges 
in the associated scattering problem. The lasing 
thresholds show more complicated behavior. Mostly 
they go up as the slab shrinks. However they drop if they 
approach the slab-mode eigenvalues [9] (this 
corresponds to the intersection of the areas of high 
reflectivity of the slab). In this case the filed inside of the 
slab rises, and then the grating-shaped active region 
occurs in the E-field maximum thus the overlap is better. 
This entails smaller threshold values as we have shown 
in [6].
4. Conclusion
We have studied numerically the scattering of the E- and 
H-polarized plane waves incident normally at a 
dielectric slab with an embedded grating of sub-
wavelength circular cylinders of different dielectric 
material. The reflectance of these composite periodic 
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scatterers demonstrates a remarkable interplay of the 
slab and grating resonances. We have also studied the 
natural modes responsible for these resonances. They 
have been computed as eigenvalues of the lasing 
problem, where the wire material is assumed to have 
gain characterised with the aid of the “active” imaginary 
part of the refractive index. We have shown that varying 
the host slab width one can excite higher-order grating 
resonances that are less accessible if the grating is 
located in free space. Interaction of the grating modes 
with the slab modes is able to produce sharper 
resonances of reflectance due to increased modal Q-
factors and correspondingly able to lower the thresholds 
of their lasing.
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